The Dinner by Herman Koch
Over the course of a meal at a fashionable Amsterdam restaurant, two couples move
from small talk during the appetizer to weightier issues. While discussing their sons –
who have done something terrible – we learn more about what ties the families together,
and what seems to be a skewering of upper-class values turns into something far more
serious

Why you'll like it: Psychological suspense, twisted, intricately plotted, compelling.

About the Author: Herman Koch was born in Arnhem, Netherlands on September 5, 1953. He is an
author and actor. His has written several novels and short story collections including De Voorbijganger,
Eten Met Emma, Denken aan Bruce Kennedy, and Summer House with Swimming Pool. The Dinner won
the Publieksprijs Prize in 2009. He is an actor for radio, television, and film. He co-created the long-running
TV series Jiskefet, which ran from 1990 to 2005. (Bowker Author Biography)

Questions for discussion
1. How did your opinion of a meal – from aperitif to digestif – echo the experience of savoring s suspenseful
novel? As the waiter described each delicacy the The Dinner, did the food appeal to you, or did you share
Paul’s belief that it was pretentious?
2. How did your opinion of Paul and Serge shift throughout the novel? How might the story line have
unfolded if it had been told from a mother’s point of view?
3. What do you think of the sympathy Paul and Claire feel for their son? As a parent, how far would you go
to defend your child?
4. Do Michel and Rick represent the indifference of the generation, or are teenagers more socially
conscious in the Information Age?
5. How much influence do Claire and Babette have over their husbands? How do they define good
mothering?
6. The novel opens with Paul’s commentary on how much Serge irritates him. What accounts for their
attitude toward each other? Does Paul’s animosity run deeper than typical sibling rivalry?
7. Discuss Paul’s and Serge’s career paths. What does it take to succeed in politics compared with
succeeding in the classroom? What skills do the Lohman brothers share?

8. Ultimately, who is to blame for the homeless woman’s death? What does the novel indicate about the
responsibilities (or irresponsibility) of the upper class? What separates sympathetic souls from heartless
ones?
9, Discuss the portrait of marriage that Paul paints as he recalls Claire’s illness and confronts the possibility
of losing his family. Why is Claire so protective of Paul? What keeps their relationship going?
10. In chapter 30, we see the details of Paul’s approach to history and humanity. As you watched him lose
his teaching job, did you perceive him as someone who is ill or simply selfish? Or rational?
11. What does the story of the cousins Michel and Rick say about nature versus nurture? How do you think
Beau/Faso sees his adoptive family? What have they taught him about getting ahead?
12. How did you react to Claire and Michel’s “solution”?
13. What commentary does the novel offer about the author's homeland? What aspects of The Dinner
would change if it were set in Washington, DC, rather than in the Netherlands?
(Questions provided by publisher)

